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Commercial centras needs lots of power. ! If located in warm areas and when AC is needed
they need much more than normal. Here a solar farm system is an excellent solution that saves
large costs and add flexibility and security to the centra. More sun = more AC demand is needed
and more out of solar panels. All cooperate here.
Often the roof area is available for extra installations and as we have stand off mounted panels can
be as an extra roof on top ventilation equipment etc.
Normally panels are grid connected and then they just add power to your side of power meter in a
simple way. Here you get a lower cost that what grid supplier normally ask for.
We also have optional energy storage with back up cells so we can give power when grid is out of
operation for a certain time. This needs an analyse to be correct and here we assist.
We make systems from a few KW to Mega watt size. Normally local partner install all system and
bring all to operation. After this we can offer a service contract for no problem operation for many
years. Solar farms like this do normally have 25-40 years life cycle of the panels.
Financial solution. If interested we can offer financial packages. They can be based on PPA or
leasing and is a bit flexible. Here there are cost to zero costs to install system and from day one we
offer cheaper power than yesterday. Pls ask
us for more details.
Solar panels. Solar panels are normally thin
film panels that gives best efficiency in most
cases and sites. They are best in haze and
partial cloudy weather. They are connected in
panel segments to match roof size. When
installed the solar panels protect the old roof
against sun and weather much better than
earlier.
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Mechanics Drawing on top shows a lay out of aluminum profiles we can use and here length can be
adjusted to be width of building you have. Then we add a number of rows like this to cower roof. Here we
have other solutions to fit all roofs.

Inverters and electronics All systems have inverters
and /or solar battery chargers. Grid tie inverters charge the
grid on your side power meter so you use own energy you
produce in panels. This is simple and straight and used for
many years. If there is to much power you can sell this to
power company in most countries and get some income here.
Hybrid inverters we use can sell power to grid and operate as
the Grid tie inverter but also it can charge a battery and
operate on the battery stored energy. Here we have back up if
grid is lost or independence if there is not a grid at all. You
decide you self what is best.

Energy storage system This is used in some cases where
there is a reason and it adds flexibility. Here we have a large capacity long
life time battery storage. Earlier lead deep cycle gel batteries was common.
Now we have veery good alternatives with up to 30 years life time. This
design needs care and we assist to balance all in best ways.
Lead battery is desired is OK and we have 8-12 years life cycle if
temperature is 20-25C or less.
Lithium Fe-Po is a good alternative and we have 10-15 years life time and
can handle hot climate
Ni-Mh Bipolar as in image handle high temperatures and get 15-20 years
life cycle. New battery design for Sweden
LTO lithium cells if we need 25-30 years life time and best performance.
Here cost raise as usual.

General comments
All installations are base down standard pieces like Lego pieces we assemble
to fit installation and customers demands. This is done by our staff in cooperation with end users and local
staff.
PPA contracts always have a service group that see all is OK and
take local responsibility. Often staff is same as the company that
installed the system. Normally no spares are needed so we have
some anyway.
In some cases we have battery and electronics pre installed in a
standard container. Here we can do large systems in a 20 feet
container and it is a rugged house to protect all.
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